A Greenway around the immense sea
of olive trees in Andalusia

DESCRIPTION
In this Greenway, you will find many
interesting experiences to make your
stay an unforgettable memory. You will
visit traditional wineries and oil mills
where you will learn about their different qualities. You will enjoy an immersion in the Order of Calatrava in the
Castle of Alcaudete and you will relive
its history.
Zuheros, Cabra, Lucena and Baena will
be the places you will cross before arriving in Córdoba, you will also enter the
Cueva de los Murciélagos (Bat Cave)
and we will take you to the Passion Museum.
This greenway is between the stations
of Jaén and Campo Real in Puente Genil (Córdoba), so you'll go through one
of the most beautiful tracks of Andalusia.

ITINERARY
Day 1, we will leave from Jaén to Torredelcampo, to arrive to Martos, where
we will enjoy its popular gastronomy.
Day 2, we will arrive to Alcaudete to
visit its imposing Castle and the Fort of
Al Mota. Day 3, our destination is Luque, with a quick stop at the Laguna
del Salobral. Day 4, we will visit the Interpretation Center of the Oil to get to
Baena and finally to Zuheros. Day 5, we
will enter the impressive Bat Cave, continuing towards Doña Mencía. Day 6,
the goal of the day is to arrive Cabra, to
visit the Museum of the Passion. Day 7,
we will arrive to Lucena, to visit its station and leisure area. After, we will continue to Moriles. Day 8, we will visit a
wine cellar and in the afternoon, transfer to Córdoba to visit its majestic Mosque-Cathedral Day 9, free time in Córdoba and end of services.

I’m Francisco, I’ll be waiting for you in the Olive
Oil Greenway to live unique moments

Price

875€(*)

Minimum: 8 people
Stay: 9 days and 8 nights
Alojamiento: Half board
Train stations: Jaén and Córdoba
Extensions: Córdoba, Sevilla and
Málaga
INCLUDED: vehicle and transfers, half board
accommodation (water and wine in meals).
Indicated activities. Bike rental. Tickets and
visits. Basic travel assistance insurance and
local taxes.
OTHER OPCIONAL SERVICES: transfer of
the vehicle to the indicated point of arrival.
(*) NOT INCLUDED: alcoholic drinks. Tips
Any service not indicated in the included
section, will be considered as NOT included.
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